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Introduction: Society-nature interactions
• Natural scientists, social scientists and engineers alike are interested
• There is need for appropriate (interdisciplinary) concepts
• There is however no consensus - how scientists define and analyse phenomena
is influenced by the particular disciplines in which they were trained
• Different epistemic communities of scientists may study the same object,
but see different things – e.g. socio-hydrology vs. hydro-sociology
• There is hardly any cross-disciplinary learning
• This is sub-optimal – we may be stuck in local optima and miss the global
optimum – but without knowing it
• This paper inventorises disciplines involved in analysing society-nature
interactions and reviews existing frameworks, to learn lessons for a
meta-disciplinary approach that can capture dynamics of SHETS
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Nature and society are “hybrid”. The term
“socio-nature” is used to indicate that nature
and society are deeply intertwined, and that
'natural' or 'ecological' conditions and
processes do not operate separately from
social processes (Swyngedouw, 1996)

“waterscapes comprise the assemblages of a
wide range of water flows, technologies,
issues, institutions, discourses and meanings,
and which produce, and are produced by,
power relations” (Budds & Hinojosa, 2012)
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“waterscapes” is a concept first coined by Erik
Swyngedouw (1999) and Karen Bakker (2002).
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“The focus of socio-hydrology is on
observing, understanding and predicting
future trajectories of co-evolution of
coupled human-water systems”
(Sivapalan et al., 2012 p. 1271)

optimality and co-evolution have been key for
the sub-field of ecohydrology
“complex interplay between biotic and abiotic
processes shapes the constantly evolving
landscape; whatever properties it has today
are the legacy effects of the history of its
evolution” (Schaefli et al., 2011)
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stupid!
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Coevolution (Norgaard, 1981 etc.)?
1. Appeals and does justice to the temporal dimension
2. Does not privilege the social over the natural, or vice versa
3. Can deal with inequalities and power
4. Creates space for learning and science - science is (partially) endogenous to
the social-ecological system (e.g. in the California Bay; cf. Norgaard).
Moreover, the conceptualisation of science being situated and context
dependent and not neutral resonates well with scholars of SSS and STS
5. Can deal with the actor-structure debate –
“Evolution marries agency in experimentation with structure in selection”
(Kallis & Norgaard, 2010, p.692)

Which processes, fluxes etc. to include
We assessed four recent self-declared socio-hydrological models:
•

Liu et al. (2014)

•

Van Emmerik et al. (2014)

•

Elshafei et al. (2014)

•

the model developed by Di Baldassarre et al. (2013) and Viglione et al.
(2014)

Which processes, fluxes etc. to include
Vegetation cover V

Water storage W

Irrigated crop area R

Population N

Source: Liu et al., 2014
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Which processes, fluxes etc. to include

Variables:
- Intensity of flooding F
- Size of human settlement G
- Distance from river D
- Raise of levees after flooding R
- Flood protection level height H
- Psychological shock magnitude S
- Flood risk awareness M
Source: Di Baldassarre et al., 2013; and Viglione et al. 2014.

Which processes, fluxes etc. to include
Do these models include the right parameters and processes for the right
reasons?
(a) Check with Srinivasan et al. (2011) of factors influencing “syndromes”:
included: population, water demand, infrastructure, exogenous shocks,
ecological consciousness
excluded: effective reallocation of water across sectors, effective control
over water (ground, surface, instream flow), and resource capture by elites
(b) Some of the parameters and equations are (too much) lumped and “blunt”
(such as “environmental awareness” in Van Emmerik et al., 2014) such that
they may conflate processes that may need to be kept analytically apart
(c) Some of the parameters should be endogenous to the system, and thus an
outcome and dependent variable, rather than an input or independent
variable (e.g. “flood risk awareness” in Viglione et al., 2014).

An asymmetric common pool resource

An asymmetric common pool resource
Game theorists (Janssen et al., 2011, 2012) find:
- Head-enders appropriate more water ....
but not too much!
- Tail-enders invest relatively more
- “Communication” can lead to improved
coordination and more equality
- Importance of “social ostracism”
(Lade et al., 2013)

An asymmetric common pool resource
Komakech et al. (2012), however, find:
- Head-enders indeed appropriate more water
- They also invest more in coordination
- Status quo is maintained for 100? years
- Heterogeneity (soils, plot ownership, kinship)
create mutual dependencies and multiple
loyalties, explaining system endurance
- This can be traced in the landscape
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Ways forward and potential pitfalls
Coevolution is a good linchpin candidate to tie up the various disciplines
- Interdisciplinary endeavour taking account of advances in the various fields
- Include, as much as possible, tangible indicators, also of social aspects
- Balance process-based bottom-up approaches with lumped top-down
processes
- Identify key bridging concepts (such as landscape-waterscape) and
key epistemological principles (e.g. Symmetry; cf. Callon, Law, Latour)
- Lay and academic knowledge and technology should be included since they
may be (partially) endogenous to the SHETS dynamics
 Pro-actively construct facilities of learning for real world SHETS under stress:
 California Bay, Naivasha, Incomati, Blue Nile, Mekong, Murray Darling, etc.
 Endorheic systems such as Chad, Aral, Turkana, Death Sea, Okavango etc.

Ways forward and potential pitfalls
- Acknowledge the dangers of “water determinism”
- From simulating past patterns to predicting future trends is a big step...
Requires models that correctly simulate processes for the right reasons
- From here it is a small step to a normative, progressive project
of such integrated socio-hydrological models:
striving for optimality in a normative sense, i.e. optimal water systems serving
social inclusivity and ecological sustainability
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